The high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image and elemental mapping results for the as-deposited (60.0, 2) sample were obtained at a higher resolution than that of the results in Fig. 6 ; they are shown in Figs. S1(a)-(c). The columnar structure is clearly visible in the HAADF image in Fig. S1(a) , as is the case with the result obtained at a lower resolution ( Fig.   6(d) ). A similar columnar structure is also visible in the Fe mapping result in Fig. S1(b) , which is in significant contrast to the result obtained at a lower resolution (Fig. 6(g) ), where no clear columnar structure is observed. The distribution of Zr is uniform, similar to that obtained at a lower resolution (Fig. 6(j) ). 
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Number density of columns from TEM images
Despite the difficulties in estimating the number density of columns (nc) due mainly to blurred boundaries of micro-columns, the estimated nc values are of an order similar to the 3 number density of superparamagnetic particles (n) extracted from Langevin fitting. However, no direct correlation appears to exist between nc and n. For example, for the (57.9, 10) sample, the nc values are similar both in the as-deposited and the annealed states, although the n values (and hence the magnetic properties) differ significantly. Table S1 . n values obtained from Langevin fitting and nc values obtained from TEM images for as-deposited (60.0, 2) and (57.9, 10) samples and annealed (57.9, 10) sample. 
